RES 4WIPES®
WET WIPES

DROPS OF TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFORMING WATER INTO BEAUTY CARE LOTION
RESOLVING® CARESSE
Surfactant concentrated base, ideal to develop micellar cleansing products. Efficacy and mildness at same time. Thanks to its high amount of glycerin, offers natural moisturizing properties to your formula.

RESOLVING® PGF COCOON
Top of class cleansing solution: mild surfactant concentrated base, perfect for cleansing product, baby care, moisturizing.

RESOLVING® DEMAK UP
A concentrated composition of mild surfactants, designed to formulate micellar cleansing wipes for make-up removal. Minimalistic formula.
Suggested used at 2 - 10%.

RESOLVING® BB LOVE
A concentrated surfactant base, ideal to develop micellar cleansing products, mainly for baby care and premium wet wipes lines.
Suggested use: Toiletries: 2 - 6 %, Wet Wipes: 2 - 6 %.

RESOLVING® SMART CONCENTRATE
A concentrated composition of mild surfactants and natural botanical extracts for a “ready to use product”. Perfect to formulate micellar cleansing and baby care products.

RESOLVING® PGF GREEN - COSMOS APPROVED
A self-emulsifying oil-phase, formulated without preservatives and PEG-derivatives. The high amount of oils gives softness and nourishing properties. The ideal ingredients to formulate mild natural cleansing and toiletries products.

RESOLVING® WITH ANTIBACTERIC
A multifunctional Resolving, enriched with antibacterial ingredient for cost effective product.

RESOLVING® OLIVE FRESH & RESOLVING BABASSU FRESH
A concentrated composition of mild surfactants with high amount of glycerin. Versatile ingredients for micellar wipes with fresh sensoriality. Formulated respectively with Resplanta® Olea and Resplanta® Babassu.
ADD A LUXURY TOUCH TO YOUR WET WIPES

RESCONCEPT®: CONCENTRATED FLUID EMULSION PERFECT FOR COSMETIC WET WIPES AND SKIN CARE FORMULATIONS

RESCONCEPT® A2
Concentrated fluid emulsion developed considering basic formulation needs with added sensoriality.

RESCONCEPT® CARE PLUS
Concentrated fluid emulsion with excellent skin feel, thanks to emollient and skin nourishing properties of oils and humectants.

RESCONCEPT® COTTON
Liquid fluid emulsion, formulated without PEG-derivatives perfect to create many types of O/W emulsion both for wet wipes and skin care. The high technology behind allows to incorporate waxy ingredients and oils, reaching cocoon sensoriality and soft skin after-feel.

RESCONCEPT® COCCOSTORM
The advantages of the Resconcept® portfolio with the nourishing effect of Coconut oil, for an extremely softness texture. Perfect for skincare.

RESCONCEPT® PGF S7 S10 RSPO MB - RSPO
RSPO Certified concentrated fluid emulsion, easy to use in cold processes. A versatile solution for many types of O/W. Formulated without PEG-derivatives.

RESCONCEPT® RSPO PLUS - RSPO

RESCONCEPT® HYDRASENSE
Concentrated fluid emulsion, offers natural moisturizing properties to your formula due to its high glycerin content. It is cold processable, and the perfect proposal for premium cosmetics.
YOUR TAYLOR - MADE PERFECT WIPE

A CUSTOMIZABLE SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

**STEP 1**
Structure with Resolving® or Resconcept®.

**STEP 2**
Enrich the formulation with your favorite ingredients.

**STEP 3**
Your wipe lotion is ready.

THE RIGHT RE-SOLVING SOLUTION FOR THE BEST WIPES LOTION
Simply diluted with water and personalized with fragrance and functional ingredients to create your wet wipe lotion.

IF YOU WANT A ...

**RAPID**
STANDARD SOLUTION

**COST EFFECTIVE**
SMART

GO WITH RESOLVING

IF YOU WANT A ...

**A UNIQUE WIPE SOLUTION**

EXCLUSIVE TEXTURE

LUXURY TOUCH

RICH SENSORIALITY

MAKE YOUR WIPE UNIQUE
WE DESIGN CUSTOM PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS

GO WITH RESCONCEPT
A STARTING POINT FOR FORMULATIONS

PREMIUM SENSORIALITY WIPES

RESCONCEPT® HYDRASENSE : 1 %
FRAGRANCE : 0.15 %
RESPLANTA® BABASSU : 3 %
PRESERVATIVES : qb
WATER : to 100

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE CLEANSING WIPES

RESCONCEPT® CARESSE : 4 %
FRAGRANCE : 0.15 %
PRESERVATIVES : qb
WATER : to 100

PERSONALIZE YOUR TEXTURE
DISCOVER NEW HORIZONS IN FORMULATION

FORMULATION AND STABILITY ISSUES?
SOLVE WITH RESOLVING

ENRICH YOUR FORMULATION WITH RESPLANTA:
OUR RANGE OF BOTANICAL WATER SOLUBLE OILS AIMED AT IMPROVING TEXTURE
AND ADDING SPECIFIC FUNCTIONALITY TO YOUR FORMULA!
ASK US MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
INNOVATIVE INGREDIENTS

RES PHARMA INDUSTRIALE SRL - Via G. Pastore, 3 - 20056 Trezzo s/Adda, Milano - ITALY
T +39.02.90 99 41 - info@respharmaind.com - www.respharmaind.com

The data provided in this publication is based on our current knowledge and experience and is offered free of charge and in good faith for guidance only. It does not constitute a guarantee in the legal sense of the term and in view of the multiple factors that may affect processing and applications, it does not relieve those to whom we supply our products from the responsibility of carrying out their own tests and experiments. All express and implied warranties are disclaimed. Any relevant patent rights and existing legislations and regulations must be observed.